Venture 2000

Value Edition. Reviews 1. Features Specs 3 trims already selected. Major Features All Features.
Hide Details Show Details. Body Style Minivan. Engine 3. Seating 8. Drivetrain FWD. Pictures 1.
No additional major features. Seating 2. Pictures Seating 7. Plus Extended. LS Extended.
Pictures 5. The Chevrolet Venture LS Extended offers a longer wheelbase, which translates into
more room for passengers and cargo. In addition, the LS trim provides some more luxurious
touches Read More. In addition, the LS trim provides some more luxurious touches than the
base Value Edition: tilt-wheel steering, cruise control, power adjustable seats, and other
goodies make the cabin more comfortable, especially for the driver. Rear air conditioning and a
decent audio system with radio and CD player add some comfort to the passenger seats, too.
Warner Brothers Edition. Reviews 4. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Compare Chevrolet Venture to Related Models. Select Year Front air conditioning. Side door
type: driver-side manual sliding. Daytime running lights. Power door locks. Exterior mirrors:
power , heated. Side door type: dual power sliding. Power adjustments. Type: captains chairs.
Roof rack color: black. Traction control. Child seat: built-in. Models also known as Trim Levels,
are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. The van is very
dependable. I wish I could have bought it when it was never, there are only minor problems with
my vehicle but I believe that those are from the previous owner and not because of It is easy on
Gas. It has plenty of room to sit down and to enjoy the ride. But there are no dislikes about the
vehicle. Our Chevy Venture is roomy. It rarely requires repair. In addition, we like the gas
mileage it gets. Overall, this is a great family vehicle. The Venture is a great all purpose vehicle.
The seats come out easily for hauling stuff. It is comfortable to ride in and drive. The main
complaint is that the engine is weirdly designed. It is The seats are very close together and hard
for kids to maneuver through to the backseat. The air filters constantly need changing and so
do the wheel bearings. The backseats do not fold in, so when It has been very reliable. This
vehicle has over , miles on it, and has needed few replacement parts. It's roomy, and for its size,
gets good mileage. It is also a very comfortable vehicle. It's blue. It is just old and the ac does
not work. The radio does not change volume and I am sure it is got a leak in the oil pan. I am
tired of driving a smaller vehicle too. This vehicle is very basic. The seats are very close
together, making it hard for children to get in the backseat. The only cup holders are in the
doors, so if you open or shut a door your drink It's a Chevy. All the TV screens has stopped
working. Other than that it's a good van. When it was This vehicle has lasted for many years. It's
been well maintained with maintenance and has not failed me yet! There is not a whole lot of
bells and whistles but the reliability of the vehicle itself I like the room but that's about it, the
transmission had to be replaced twice in it with very little miles on it. I honestly would never buy
something like that again. I need a new van. The back axle broke windows don't roll down. Have
to jump it every time I start it. There is not a whole lot of bells and whistles but the reliability of
the vehicle itself definitely makes up for what it is lacking in technology. I truly love my car.
When it was newer it performed very well. Power windows and 2 sliding doors is convenient
when the whole family goes along on trips. I wish I could have bought it when it was never,
there are only minor problems with my vehicle but I believe that those are from the previous
owner and not because of faulty manufacturing.. I enjoy driving it, as it is an all around reliable
mode of transportation. It is a great van it runs great the breaks might be going out in it but
other then that the van gets me places I need to go I love the van it fits me and my kids in it and
if anyone else wants to go I have a chevy van 3rs row seating its ok on gas mileage not great
but its good if you have lots of kids to haul around. I love the feature that it has a DVD player for
the long trips. What is the chevy venture oil type? Answers are provided by third parties. We do
not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to.
Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Chevrolet
Venture Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of
equipment or special features. Value 1SV Pkg. View Details. Warner Bros. Top Positive Owner
Reviews. My Chevy Venture Adventure. Read More. The one important thing about the vehicle is
I have enough seats to take all my Our Chevy Venture has been extremely This is a great
all-purpose vehicle. Chevy venture-not a very family functioning It is a very reliable vehicle. It
can carry several passengers with plenty Top Negative Owner Reviews. It's a beater but It's paid
for. It's a nice vehicle very roomy fits my It is red and runs from point A to point B Chevy
ventures are not a family friendly Great van with lots of seating. Superior reliability in a cheap
van. That the transmissions in these vans are the It's falling apart. The gas gage does not Lacey
L wrote on September 19, Benjamin H wrote on September 19, Antoine M wrote on September
19, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Reliability. It has great color and looks great for how
Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews.
Frequently Asked Questions. Your oil needs to be changed eventually. Every 5, to 10, miles is a
good rule of thumb. If You don't change it, there will be problems with the engine. Having high

See all Frequently Asked Questions. Rollover Not Rated. Moderate Overlap Front. See all Safety
Features. Browse By Category. Small Cars. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no
visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or
cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle
ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical
issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or
body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any
tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the
vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle?
Estimated values for the Chevrolet Venture. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book
Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a
given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Chevrolet Venture on
Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage,
condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct
a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of
factors will affect how much a Chevrolet Venture is worth. For starters, you'll need information
such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate
number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The
value of a Chevrolet Venture, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim
level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see
its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one
perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Chevrolet
Venture. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that
buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Chevrolet Venture and see
how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Chevrolet Venture is a good vehicle
for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced
right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Venture. Sign
Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Activities of holding companies NACE code:
Status: active. Last modified: Feb 18, Creditreform no. Register number: HRB With
FirmenWissen you get access to Germany's largest database for company information. Always
up-to-date and immediately available. Place your trust in verified data from the European market
leader Creditreform. Venture MK GmbH. Get directions. Email address of recipient. Name of
sender. Email address of sender. Personal message optional. Recommend link. Its current
status is listed as active. The company is registered at the Trade register at the local court of
Hildesheim with the legal form of Private limited company number HRB The Trade register entry
was last updated on Feb 9, One director currently runs the company: 1 manager. The company
reports contain information on the company's ownership structure and its shareholder. The
company has one location. The company report was last updated on Feb 18, HRB Data

available. Data for the year available. Credit report available. Users with a FirmenWissen
Premium account gain access to a first classification of the size of 3. In addition, the name of
the proprietor or a person from the first management level is displayed. Annual sales. Number
of employees. Company age. Buy Preview. Detailed trade register data share capital Business
activity purpose of the business Name, address, function of the manager. Balance sheet rating
Summarized balance sheet to Equity ratio Turnover of assets Debt to equity ratio. Fixed to total
assets ratio Cash ratio Return on assets. Buy Sample. Company identification Solvency of the
company Structural data Management and power of representation. Shareholdings Business
activity Business figures Information on principal bank s. Payment information and assessment
of business connection Credit opinion and credit limit Payment behaviour. Feb 9,
Gesellschaftsvertrag vom Please note, that this inform
ka24e fuel pressure regulator
2003 chevy s10 repair manual
2007 bmw 5 series 530xi
ation is only available in German. Buy Company Profile. New balance sheet data Seperate
financial statement HGB available for the financial year Buy Balance Sheet. All 8 messages.
Stay Informed! Receive free email alerts whenever something changes within the company:.
Reproduction or modification in whole or in part without expressed written permission is
prohibited. Verband der Vereine Creditreform e. Your data will be transmitted via our security
server with bit SSL encryption. FirmenWissen meets the strict Trusted Shops criteria such as
creditworthiness and cost transparency as well as data privacy and protection. Neofonie
develops sophisticated Internet solutions and is our technical full-service provider. IVW is an
independent, non-commercial and neutral testing institution for the German advertising market.
AGOF is a Working Group for Online Media Research and evaluates the reach and performance
of websites that are wholly or partly monetarised via advertising. One moment, please

